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Executive Summary

Recently, the ECB sent a letter to SIs regarding the 
leveraged transactions (LTs): excessive risk taking is of 
particular concern to the ECB when it is coupled with 
inadequate risk management.  

ECB requires increased scrutiny and remedial actions 
going forward: these include an LT RAF that identifies, 
quantifies and limits risks in an appropriate manner, a 
reduction in risk taking and robust stress testing for the 
LT portfolio. The ECB intends to actively follow up on all 
aspects of this letter using a wide range of supervisory 
tools: failure to remedy these deficiencies will be 
addressed using all available supervisory tools -
including, where relevant, increases in Pillar 2 
requirements in the context of the annual SREP 
process.
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This CEO letter further specifies the ECB’s expectations regarding the leveraged transactions (LTs) of significant institutions (SIs), particularly as

regards the establishment of risk appetite frameworks for leveraged transactions (LT RAFs) in accordance with the good risk management

practices set out in the ECB Guidance on leveraged transactions.

▪ Leveraged transactions meet at least one of the conditions below:

I. all types of loan or credit exposure (the designation of a financing

as a “leveraged transaction” is made at loan origination, modification

or refinancing), where the borrower’s post-financing level of

leverage exceeds a Total Debt to EBITDA ratio of 4 times (the

leverage multiple should be calculated at the consolidated borrower

level);

II. all types of loan or credit exposures where the borrower is owned

by one or more financial sponsors (investment firm that undertakes

private equity investments in and/or leveraged buyouts of companies

with the intention of exiting those investments on a medium-term basis).
The following transactions are not expected to be covered by the leveraged
transaction definition: loans with natural persons, credit institutions, investment
firms, public sector, entities and financial sector entities; loans where the own
consolidated exposure is below €5 million; loans to SMEs; loans classified as
specialised lending; trade finance; loans to investment-grade borrowers.

▪ Such transactions have a higher than average risk profile and exhibit

some unique features.

In particular, SIs have, on aggregate, significantly

increased their exposure to leveraged transactions

over the past few years and accelerated their

leveraged lending activities in 2021.

▪ The COVID-19 pandemic has confirmed the

ECB’s concerns regarding the high risks entailed

by LTs

▪ In less than four years, reporting SIs have, on

aggregate, increased leveraged loan exposures

in their hold books from around 40% of CET1

capital to close to 60%.

▪ In the last years highly leveraged transactions

(HLTs) - total debt is more than 6 times EBITDA -

have accounted for a high percentage of these

increases.

▪ High levels of HLTs on SIs’ hold books represent a

concentration and a significant risk to institutions

that needs to be managed appropriately.

https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/press/letterstobanks/shared/pdf/2022/ssm.2022_letter_on_leveraged_transactions.en.pdf
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ssm.leveraged_transactions_guidance_201705.en.pdf
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Excessive risk taking is of particular concern to the ECB when it is coupled with inadequate risk management

▪ Origination of HLTs remains at very high levels, while the strength of the HLT risk management is often not

commensurate with the considerable risks incurred

▪ The ECB has also identified severe deficiencies regarding the management of risks arising from underwriting and

syndication activities

ECB Banking Supervision has identified leveraged finance as a key vulnerability of SIs that requires increased scrutiny

and remedial actions going forward.

▪ The ECB has made leveraged finance a key supervisory priority for 2022-24.

▪ ECB expects SIs to pay particular attention to what it regards as sound credit risk management policies and

procedures (i.e. LT RAF that identifies, quantifies and limits risks, risk taking reduction and robust stress testing).

▪ ECB expects SIs to reduce HLT origination as a share of total origination to low levels and it expects that lower

level of HLT origination to be reflected in a decline in HLTs’ share of the LT hold book.

▪ The ECB expects all SIs that engage in leveraged transactions to take note of this letter and take steps to comply

with the expectations set out herein.

The ECB recognises that these expectations are of particular importance for a subset of SIs which have significant

leveraged transaction activities.

▪ The ECB intends to actively follow up on all aspects of this letter using a wide range of supervisory tools.

▪ Failure to remedy these deficiencies will be addressed using all available supervisory tools (increases in Pillar 2

requirements in SREP process).
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* “If the institution originates or participates in a loan to a collateralized loan obligations (CLO) or business development corporations (BDC) that holds leveraged loans, then the loan to the CLO or BDC constitutes
indirect exposure that should be measured and reported as a leveraged loan”, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) for Implementing March 2013 Interagency Guidance on Leveraged Lending, Federal Reserve.

ISSUE

LTs are not identified and managed under a group wide

(GW) Asset Class (AC) perspective.

▪ Some institutions have not yet implemented a GW AC

approach to their LT identification and risk

management.

▪ In some cases, the identification of LTs is not undertaken

according to the expectations in the ECB Guidance.

▪ Indirect LT exposures* are not identified and/or not

included in the LT RAF.

RISKS

▪ There is a risk that high-risk exposures are not identified

as such, is as LT exposures.

▪ The lack of a GW AC LT RAF leads to an inconsistent

and fragmented LT identification and risk management

across BUs, with LT exposures being managed at BU

levels only instead of also at the AC level.

▪ Lack of, or the partial, HLT identification raises

considerable risks, given the very high HLT risk profile.

▪ Indirect LT exposures can significantly increase the

exposure to leveraged loan markets via a number of

channels which include credit and liquidity risks.

SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

SIs are expected to implement a GW AC approach to the origination,

identification, and risk management of leveraged transactions in various

BUs.

▪ LTs including HLTs should be identified under a GW approach taking into

account the prudent scope and definition expected by the ECB

Guidance.

▪ Both direct and indirect LT exposures should be identified and included

in the LT RAF. The LT RAF should detail how the risks raised by the indirect

LT exposures are managed, also relative to direct LT exposures.

▪ The risk management of LTs should take a GW AC perspective and

apply consistent procedures to the management of exposures

originated by various BUs. The risk management should consider the

definition of LTs and of HLTs in the ECB Guidance.

▪ For LTs under the scope of the ECB Guidance, leverage should be

consistently measured tanking into account the expectations in the

Guidance

▪ Leverage levels should be measured for all originated LT transactions

(both for newly underwritten transactions and for transactions

originated in the hold book)
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ISSUE

Metrics applied to LT activities are overly simplistic, insufficient and delinked from GW metrics. LT activities are insufficiently

framed by metrics capturing incurred risks.
▪ Many institutions apply notional limits only, both for the hold book and for the underwriting pipeline. These are risk

insensitive and as such do not capture the various risks raised by LTs.

▪ Many institutions have underdeveloped Credit Risk (CR) and Market Risk (MR) risk sensitive metrics that do not

distinguish between losses expected to be incurred under business-as-usual conditions and under stress periods.

▪ Risks in the LT portfolio are measured and restricted by insufficient existing GW risk sensitive metrics.

▪ Liquidity risks associated with LT activities are typically restricted to the investment bank units and a GW perspective of

liquidity outflows under stress is lacking.

▪ The funding risks associated with corporates drawing before the syndication date on the syndication facilities

committed by the syndicating banks are not captured and measured.

▪ Key metrics highly relevant to monitor and restrict LT specific risks are missing.

RISKS

▪ Underdeveloped LT RAFs do not allow SIs to capture/monitor key risks and do not allow for a holistic understanding.

▪ Overly simplistic metrics do not capture the key risks.

▪ Metrics that are applied to only some BUs undertaking significant LTs do not offer a holistic assessment of risks.

▪ Lack of a GW identification and management of liquidity risks for LTs raises the risk of severe underestimation of liquidity outflows

under stress conditions.
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SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Metrics applied to LT activities should include risk sensitive metrics and capture all relevant risks, both
under business as usual and stress conditions. Metrics available at GW levels should be cascaded to
AC level and below in an appropriate form and included in the GW AC LT RAF. Metrics should
capture risks in the hold book and in the underwriting portfolio.
▪ SIs should cascade to their leveraged transactions those metrics available at GW level that

measure risks relevant to LT activities.
▪ SIs are expected to apply metrics that capture the multi-dimensional risks raised by LT activities.

▪ Business as usual metrics: for the hold book, CR Expected Loss (CR EL) and CR risk
weighted asset consumption (CR RWA); and for the underwriting pipeline: MR Expected
Loss (MR EL); at AC level and BUs with significant LT exposure or activity

▪ Stress metrics: for the hold book, increase in CR expected losses and in CR RWAs under
severe stress (stress CR EL and stress CR RWAs, respectively), and for the underwriting
pipeline: the expected MR losses under stress (stress MR losses); at AC level and for BUs
with significant LT exposure/activity;

▪ Capital consumption (Total Capital Demand - TCD or equivalent); liquidity outflow metrics
under stress; leverage ratio exposure metrics; at least at AC level.

▪ SIs are expected to have a GW AC capture of the risk of liquidity outflows under stress conditions
arising from LT activities. The liquidity risks captured should cover both liquidity risks in the hold
book and liquidity risks in the underwriting activities.
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ISSUE

The calibration of risk metrics is based on an

inconsistent methodology and, as such, is both ad-

hoc and delinked from the calibration of the same

metrics at GW levels. Calibration of the main,

notional based, metrics used is ad-hoc, reflects

legacy practices and therefore is inconsistent with

the risk identification and allocation at GW levels.

▪ Calibration of the main, notional based, metrics

used is ad-hoc, reflects legacy practices and

therefore is inconsistent.
▪ Risk sensitive metrics are typically directly

derived from the notional limits, instead of being

calibrated top-down from the risk level

budgeted for the same metrics at GW level.

Local limits remain unjustified and cannot be

assessed in terms of GW level equivalents.

▪ It is unclear what the impact on CET1 and other

ratios would be if limits or metric levels were fully

utilised and stress scenarios materialised.
▪ Calibration is too permissive, the headroom is

significant and metrics do not restrict risk.

▪ Where an AC approach is implemented, there is

significant headroom between risk capacity at

AC and BU levels.

RISKS

▪ In the absence of a top down and robust limit calibration methodology limits and utilisation

levels can be arbitrarily set and increased.

▪ The lack of consistency can lead to overly high risk appetite levels allotted to metrics

applied to LT activities.

▪ The inconsistent calibration methodology leads to a lack of transparency as to the level of

GW equivalent risk implied by limits or levels allotted to LT activities.

▪ Risk sensitive metrics that are directly correlated to notional metrics provide little value in

terms of risk limitation.

▪ Significant headroom between LT AC metric calibration and BU calibration leaves leeway

for BU level increases

SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Calibration of metrics should be robust, consistent and transparent. Risk capacity allotted to

metrics cascaded from GW levels should be top-down. Calibration of metrics at LT AC, BU and

below levels should be transparent. Notional metrics should be the end-result of the calibration

process of the risk sensitive metrics.

▪ GW metrics should be calibrated top-down, based on a consistent methodology that

determines how the GW risk capacity is allotted to LT activities at AC level and below.

▪ Risk capacity for metrics at AC and BU levels should be transparently derived from, and

linked to, the capacity for the same metrics allotted at the GW level.
▪ Risk sensitive metrics should not be calibrated taking notional metrics as reference.

▪ The calibration of the notional metrics should reflect the most conservative of the risk

sensitive GW metrics.
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ISSUE

HLT origination remains at very high levels and HLT risk management is inadequate
▪ HLT exposure in the hold book is not identified or is not identified at a GW level, but it is

limited to BUs engaged in origination-focused capital market.
▪ Many SIs have not internalised HLTs in terms of risk management and are not risk managed

at a GW AC level.
▪ HLT origination is undertaken at levels significantly above the exceptional levels expected

by the ECB Guidance.
▪ HLTs are not framed by any limits. Where HLT limits are implemented, either for origination

activities or in the hold book, they are highly permissive
▪ SIs do not manage high HLT exposure as a concentration risk and do not differentiate

between HLTs and non-HLTs in their RAFs and their internal risk management framework.
▪ HLTs are not subject to stress tests.

RISKS

▪ HLTs are the riskiest sub-segment within the high risk leveraged loan AC. The leverage
makes HLT issuers highly vulnerable to economic downturns and default risks
(concentration risk)

▪ The HLTs’ high-risk profile has been recognised by the ECB in the ECB Guidance. ECB
expects the origination of such transactions to be on an exceptional basis and deviations
well justified.

▪ High HLT origination volumes translate directly into high HLT concentration levels in the LT
hold book.

▪ Lack of HLT GW identification and management, raises the risk of inappropriate capture of
high risk transactions.

SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

SIs are expected to implement HLT limits that reflect the
principles of sound risk management and restrict HLT
origination to the low levels envisaged by the ECB
Guidance.
▪ HLT exposure in the hold book and at the point of

origination should be identified at GW level and
known at all times.

▪ HLTs should be managed as very high-risk exposures
at a GW AC level. At origination level, limits should be
set at levels that restrict HLT origination. For
consequence, the lower HLT share in the origination

volumes should be reflected over time in a lower HLT
share in the hold book LT portfolio.

▪ Metrics applied to the HLT sub-portfolio should include
both notional and the main GW CR metrics. The risk-
sensitive metrics applied to the HLT hold book sub-
portfolio should include Business as usual and stressed
CR and MR metrics.

▪ The SIs’ risk management should internalise HLTs,
including leverage as a key driver, as a high-risk sub-
portfolio.

▪ The liquidity risk characteristics of HLTs should be
monitored and compared to those of other LTs. HLTs
were subject to higher liquidity outflows
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ISSUE

The granularity and risk capture of LT activities remains
insufficient
▪ Many SIs have not yet introduced metrics that are

specific to the key risks entailed by the LT AC.
▪ Many SIs do not monitor the evolution of key drivers

directly affecting the PD and LGD of their portfolios.
▪ Leverage is not tracked on an ongoing basis for the

hold portfolio but constitutes the primary LT risk driver.
▪ Concentration risk is poorly monitored and

addressed (i.e. the risk raised by the lowest rated
transactions in the portfolio is neither monitored nor
restricted; Single name/connected debtor as well as
maximum industry exposure metrics are missing;
covenant protection and of cov-lite status, is not

tracked and assessed; Metrics and risk limits are
missing to limit the share and volume of subordinated
facilities which have very high LGD risk).

▪ Forward looking risks, such as potential LT portfolio
increase arising from fallen angels, or potential
increase in the HLT sub-portfolio due to increase in
leverage, are not monitored.

▪ LT specific metrics are calibrated too permissively
and/or implemented in a soft form that does not
restrict risk taking.

RISKS

Lack of identification, monitoring and risk-
taking limitation of the key LT risk drivers leads
to underestimation of the riskiness of the LT
portfolio and to overly high risk taking
▪ Current levels of leverage provide key

information on developing risks in the hold
book portfolio.

▪ Debt cushion is a key LGD driver, which
lead to lower recovery rates for facilities
that are minimally protected.

▪ Excessive industry concentration exposes
the bank to idiosyncratic shocks.

▪ The build-up of risk in the B- and lower
exposes Sis to very significant defaults and
losses under downturn conditions.

▪ Share of poorly protected facilities has
risen considerably due to a significant
erosion of protective covenants and a
higher retention of term loans by some SIs.
Available data evidences higher than
average LGD ratios for cov-lite loans.

▪ The lack of forward-looking monitoring
can result in unexpected and
unbudgeted-for risks.

SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

SIs are expected to introduce metrics to monitor
and restrict the key risks in their LT portfolios. The
key risks should be
restricted via metrics implemented as limits that
trigger clearly defined remedial actions.
Measures to control concentration risk should be
introduced, calibrated and enforced in a binding
manner.
▪ SIs are expected to introduce at least the

following metrics in their LT hold book, at least
at AC level: initial-ongoing leverage; initial-
ongoing debt cushion levels; geography,

industry and single name concentration
metrics; maximum share of B- and lower rated
facilities and the share of cov-lite loans in the
hold book portfolio at least as a threshold.

▪ SIs should have in place systems to allow the
granular assessment of the above metrics at
BU and sub-BU levels.

▪ The management of the LT transactions
should be undertaken in a forward-looking
manner.
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ISSUE

The governance of both the notional and cascaded metrics is inadequate

▪ No traffic light system are in place and as such metric risk levels are insufficiently differentiated even for the key metrics

(e.g. amber levels missing).

▪ Metrics are cascaded in forms that are non-binding which do not limit risk taking. Key metrics are implemented in overly

soft formats which are less effective or ineffective at restricting risk taking and ensuring high levels of governance.

▪ Some existing metrics serve only as capital and resource allocation, instead of limiting risk taking.

▪ The escalation procedure for limits and other forms of metric implementation is not defined and not effective in limiting

risk.

▪ There is a proliferation of soft metrics which do not trigger clearly defined remedial actions and which do not limit risks

effectively in practice.

▪ The LT RAF does not offer an adequate overview of the scope of LT activities, various metrics, limits, escalation and

remedial procedures applied to LT activities, reports used to monitor and discuss risks.

RISKS

▪ LT RAFs that have inadequate governance, escalation and consequence management do not effectively restrict risk

taking.

▪ Lack of a traffic light approach for the key metrics does not allow for the application of timely remediation measures to

ensure “red” level thresholds are not overrun.

▪ Soft metrics do not restrict risks effectively. Unclear governance procedures or the non-binding nature of some softer

metric implementation can lead to level breaches or amendments to accommodate increased utilisation levels.

▪ The lack of a structured approach to risk management of LT transactions via comprehensive and well-structured RAFs

leads to inconsistences in risk management across various BUs.
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SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

The SIs are expected to ensure that the RAFs in place serve as effective risk

management frameworks. This should entail, at the minimum, that SIs:

▪ SIs should introduce and enforce a “traffic light” escalation procedure for all

the key metrics cascaded. “Amber” levels should require remedial actions, to

ensure increased metric monitoring in case of high utilisation and that

corrective actions are taken in a timely manner.

▪ SIs should define and reflect in RAFs the consequences of the breach, or near

breach, of the above metrics and the necessary remedial actions. In all cases,

including when metrics are implemented in forms other than limits, RAFs

should specify the governance implications and the consequences in terms of

risk management when metric levels are breached.

▪ Key metrics should be implemented as limits to improve metric governance

and the metric implementation should be simplified to avoid the proliferation

of soft measures.

▪ Capital, leverage and other risk metrics part of the GW RAF should be used for

risk appetite, instead of for resource allocation, purposes.

▪ The LT RAF granularity should provide a comprehensive view of risks taken,

metrics applied at AC and BU levels, and of other risk management tools and

procedures.
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ISSUE

The risks of delayed and failed underwritten transactions are insufficiently captured.

▪ Some SIs have not implemented definitions that adequately identify delayed and failed transactions in the underwriting pipelines.

▪ Many SIs do not have specific limits for the maximum amount of delayed and/or failed LTs in the underwriting pipeline.

▪ In most cases, the consequences in terms of an overly high stock of delayed and failed deals are unclear in terms of risk management and do not

restrict the ongoing underwriting of new transactions.

RISKS

▪ Improper capture of delayed and/or failed transactions in the underwriting pipeline may lead to SIs continuing to underwrite transactions and

accumulate inventory even as a large share of their pipeline will not be syndicated as expected.

▪ The COVID-19 episode has revealed that in the first half of 2020 some SIs did not label as delayed or failed the transactions in their underwriting

pipeline even as the market was closed for several months and there was no visibility on the reopening timeline.

▪ The lack of limits for delayed and/or failed transactions, as well as comingling the risk of LT transactions with that of other transactions types that the

SIs underwrite, raises the risk that limits are de facto overly high.

▪ The lack of consequences for breaches of limits in terms of restrictions places on new underwriting limits the effectiveness of the metric governance.

SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

The SIs are expected to recognise delayed and failed transactions in a timely manner and manage the risks pro-actively by limiting the build-up of

overly high volumes of delayed and/or failed transactions in their inventories.

▪ SIs are expected to tighten the definition of delayed and failed transactions to capture the true nature of transactions in the underwriting and

syndication pipeline. The definition of delayed and/or failed transactions should be able to identify most of the underwriting pipeline during the

COVID-19 sell-off as delayed and/or failed.

▪ SIs are expected to introduce LT specific limits for delayed and failed transactions in the underwriting and syndication pipeline and to link remedial

actions to new underwriting activities. Remedial actions should include a limitation on new underwriting activities as long as the level of unsold

inventory remains high.
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ISSUE

The ECB has documented severe deficiencies in the capture and
management of the market risk related to underwriting and syndication
activities. This leads to severe underestimation of the risk associated with LT
activities.
▪ Market risk of underwriting activities is not recognised, measured and

managed (market prices can move from the levels the underwriting banks
have committed to provide financing at)

▪ Underwriting pipeline is not marked to market in a timely manner (SIs have
only marked to market their inventories a few months after the heights of
the COVID-19 sell-off, leading to underestimated loss and risk recognition).

▪ Stress testing methodologies are either missing or are insufficiently
developed, derived from: lack of marking to market of positions; stress
testing methodology overly simplistic; stress tests are not undertaken
sufficiently often even as inventory volumes change.

▪ Stress testing process is not incorporated in the LT RAFs via appropriate
metrics and is furthermore delinked from the risk allocation under the GW
RAF.

▪ In those cases where MR is recognised, important deficiencies remain in
terms of its adequate risk measurement and reflection in the LT RAF. The
residual risk is underestimated due to the use of overly short dated
hedges. Such hedges raise roll-over risks that are not adequately
captured and managed via the structuring of longer dated or

replacement hedges, and/or the capture of potential losses under the LT
RAF.

RISKS

▪ The lack and the delays of marking to market inventories in the
underwriting pipeline, as well as the improper capture of residual risks,
leads to the severe underestimation of the risks entailed by LT
activities. MR for entities with sizeable syndication pipelines can be
very material, in particular if the inventory is left unhedged.

▪ Lack of MR metrics applied to underwriting and syndication activities
does not allow for active monitoring and ex-ante assessment of
potential losses in case of severe market sell-off developments.

▪ The lack of incorporation of stress tests in the LT RAFs via appropriate
metrics does not allow for the assessment, control and budgeting of
potential losses entailed by LT activities due to the MR component.

▪ Stress tests and metrics entail an ad-hoc calibration of MR LT stress
metrics that is delinked from those GW.

▪ Overly simplistic stress tests methodologies may not capture actual
developments and may underestimate risks during severe sell-offs.

▪ Hedge roll-over risks that are not recognised in the LT RAFs may lead
to underestimation of MR associated with LT underwriting and

syndication activities.
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SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Market risk is a highly significant risk associated with LT underwriting and syndication activities and SIs are expected to adequately manage it. SIs

should have methodologies to mark to market the pipeline inventory subject to syndication, measure the risk under stress conditions via

appropriate metrics and reflect residual risks in the LT RAF.

▪ The marking to market of inventories should be undertaken

timely and accurately; procedures should be in place to

determine market prices under business as usual and stress

conditions.

▪ The MtM of inventory to be syndicated in the case of

underwritten LTs should reflect realistic syndication prices.

▪ As such, if modelled prices are used, they should

incorporate liquidity, model and other premia,

▪ Any pricing models should be back tested to determine

accuracy under COVID-19 stress conditions

▪ SIs should implement robust and realistic stress tests that

estimate the mark to market losses under stress conditions:

▪ The stress tests should assess losses under a variety of

scenarios (short-dated but severe business as usual stress

scenarios, as well as a number of more severe scenarios

that range from very severe to extremely severe).

▪ Stress test scenarios should include scenarios under the

quarterly/periodic GW stress test.

▪ The more severe stress tests should assume that the

market will be closed for an extended period and that no

transaction in the pipeline will be able to be syndicated.

▪ The stress tests should incorporate the hedge behaviour

and basis, fx, model and other risks arising from a

divergent price performance of the transactions in the

syndication pipeline relative to the hedging instruments. If

shorter dated hedges are used, the stress tests should also

capture the hedge roll-over risks.
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SOUND POLICIES AND PRACTICES

▪ Potential MR losses evidenced by stress testing should include stress loss metrics already used at GW level
and should be accounted for by metrics in the LT RAF:

i. The stress tests applied should be linked to stress loss metrics and included in the LT RAF
ii. Stress loss metrics should include potential losses under both business as usual and severe stress

scenarios.
iii. Stress loss metrics applied to LT activities should include stress loss metrics available at GW level.
iv. SIs should develop additional LT specific stress tests if the MR metrics available at GW level are

insufficient.

▪ The stress tests should be applied on a sufficiently frequent basis.
▪ The maximum levels that can be incurred from MtM losses arising from the underwriting activities should be

managed via clearly defined stress loss metrics implemented as hard limits.
▪ Stress loss metrics should be applied at AC level and for BUs with significant MR arising from LT origination

activities.
▪ The calibration of stress loss metrics for LT activities should be top down from the stress loss capacity allotted

to the same metrics at GW level and be based on a consistent and transparent methodology.
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Banks’ LT are considered well managed from a supervisory perspective when all LT are captured at the group
wide level and where there is a comprehensive and effective risk management framework in place.
▪ An effective LT RAF:

▪ takes a GW perspective to leveraged transactions;
▪ recognises that LTs represent an Asset Class that requires a centralised risk management;

▪ captures all relevant risk dimensions and quantifies risks under both business as usual and stress
conditions.

The ECB has in many cases evidenced a lack of a GW and appropriate LT identification and risk management.
▪ The ECB expects that SIs implement a GW AC LT RAF that fully captures LT activities originated both by the

investment and commercial bank units.

The metrics applied to LT activities are overly simplistic, insufficient, and delinked from the GW metrics.
▪ An adequate LT RAF should at the minimum incorporate credit risk metrics that capture the impact on

capital ratios (i.e. ECL, RWA under normal and stress conditions)
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The calibration of risk metrics is inconsistent and delinked from the calibration of the same metrics at GW levels.
▪ The ECB expects that SIs implement robust and consistent procedures for the calibration of risk metrics (i.e.

metrics calibrated in a top-down manner, notional limits are the end-result).

HLT origination remains at very high levels and HLTs are insufficiently framed by risk metrics.
▪ SIs have not introduced limits on the maximum share of HLT volumes in their origination activities.

The capture of risks specific to LT activities remains insufficiently granular.
▪ SIs are expected to introduce metrics that track and monitor or restrict hold book portfolio leverage levels,

debt subordination levels, lower rated exposures, maximum single name and industry concentration
exposures, as well as forward-looking indicators to avoid unexpected increases in the LT and HLT portfolios.
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The governance provisions regarding metric setup and enforcement require significant improvements.
▪ The ECB expects that at least the key metrics are implemented as hard limits instead of via softer forms; that

risk metrics function as binding risk control tools instead of resource allocation; that the key metrics have an
associated “traffic light” escalation procedure implemented, and that limit breaches or near breaches have
consequences in terms of clear remedial actions

The capture and risk management of delayed and failed syndicated transactions remains in many cases
inadequate.
▪ The ECB has evidenced cases where SIs did not properly flag as either delayed or failed transactions in their

syndication pipelines. Moreover, typically, LT activities are commingled with other underwriting activities
undertaken, and no LT specific limits are defined to control the volume of delayed and/or failed LT
transactions.

The ECB has evidenced several severe shortcomings related to the management of market risk arising from SIs’
syndication and underwriting activities.

▪ A number of SIs fail to timely mark to market their pipeline inventory, and therefore severely underestimate
mark to market losses in case of severe market sell-offs. Generally, stress scenarios are insufficiently
developed and, in many cases, the potential MR losses under stress are not measured and limited through
metrics; often such metrics are not included in the LT RAFs.

▪ The ECB expects that banks have an adequate recognition and risk management of the market risk arising
from LT underwriting and syndication activities
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